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The Concentro is a benchmark loud-

speaker designed to commemorate 

over ninety years of ELAC history.  It 

was produced in response to calls for 

a loudspeaker that rivals - and sur-

passes - the most ambitious designs 

in the audiophile landscape today.

First impressions tell you that this is 

no ordinary loudspeaker. Standing 

more than 1.67 m tall and weighing 

more than 152 kg, Concentro com-

mands attention. Its elliptical cabinet 

is crafted to the highest level of per-

fection and is fi nished in high-gloss 

white or black, or to your specifi ca-

tions in any colour in between. The 

Concentro cannot be mistaken for 

any other speaker, with a complex 

base machined from a single block 

of aluminium and weighing more 

than 24 kg. Integral oval side panels 

of precious wood, carbon fi bre or 

leather surround a pair of side-fi ring 

250 mm woofers on either side of the 

enclosure. 

These newly developed drive units 

feature smooth, stiff aluminium-sand-

wich diaphragms, and fi re in a push-

push/pull-pull confi guration that deli-

vers maximum energy and accuracy 

down to the lowest octave. The rear 

of the cabinet features twin ports for 

the bass drivers.

The sophisticated front baffl e is cur-

ved to allow optimum propagation 

and dispersion of sound waves from 

the two drivers. On top is a dual-con-

centric 127 mm midrange with JET 5 

tweeter at its acoustic centre. Bene-

ath this is a front-fi ring 177 mm crystal 

membrane midrange/woofer. The 

result is near point-source presenta-

tion of the sound source, micro-accu-

racy and fl awless, pinpoint imaging. 

The dynamic range of the speaker is 

nearly unlimited. 

ELAC Concentro. Listen and embark 

on a whole new era in The Life of 

Sound.

ELAC‘S ULTIMATE STATEMENT.

Concentro 

Models: 1

Finishes:
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VX-TECHNOLOGY

SOPHISTICATED ALUMINIUM WOOFERS 

CRYSTAL MEMBRANE MIDRANGE AND BASS DRIVERS

The acclaimed VX drive unit combi-

nes the renowned JET tweeter with 

a ring-radiator midrange driver in a 

concentric arrangement.  This provi-

des the foundation for the speaker’s 

remarkable performance. The va-

riable X-JET suspension, or VX-JET, 

combines the renowned JET tweeter 

with a ring-radiator midrange driver in 

a concentric arrangement that provi-

des the foundation of these speakers‘ 

remarkable sound.

The use of aluminium makes it pos-

sible to place the resonances that 

affect the linearity of standard paper 

cones beyond the driver’s operating 

frequency range. A larger magnet 

with vented pole piece further 

increases power handling.

The eye-catching surface of the crys-

tal membrane drive units is more than 

just an attractive design feature. The 

midrange/chassis of the Concentro 

employs the crystal membrane sur-

face (patent pending) and the design 

is based on ELAC’s Aluminium-Sand-

wich AS Technology. The crystal-sha-

ped inverse aluminium dome is joined 

to the paper cone in a special gluing 

process to achieve the desired sand-

wich construction. 
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Just a little smaller? Yes, but that’s not 

all!  The Concentro M incorporates its 

own unique design cues and creates 

its own unique visual impact. 

A variable VX chassis lets you tailor 

the sound to your listening area, whi-

le four 250 mm woofers, installed in 

a pulse-compensated confi guration, 

ensures exceptional bass delivery in 

any room. At 62 kilograms, the Con-

centro M is lighter than the Concen-

tro, but one look tells you that this is 

no ordinary loudspeaker.

MEDIUM MEETS MAGIC.

Concentro M

Models: 1

Finishes:
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Walnut High Gloss* Macassar High Gloss Macassar High Gloss

Concentro Concentro M Concentro
Carbon High Gloss Carbon High Gloss

Concentro M Concentro

AVAILABLE PANELS.

Concentro Panels

Selectable accessories.

Finishes:

* only for Concentro

Carbon High Gloss

Walnut High Gloss

Macassar High Gloss
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Carbon High Gloss

Walnut High Gloss

Macassar High Gloss
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The dream that inspires. The idea 

that turns into reality. The passion for 

detail that creates something truly 

special: the ELAC Concentro S 509 

is a piece of master craftsmanship, 

conceived to celebrate music with all 

senses. 

The ELAC Concentro S 509 is a loud-

speaker with characterful design and 

an impressive feature set. The wrap-

around baffle forms the basis for 

magnificent acoustic performances. 

Combined with the gently angled 

cabinet, the trapezoid shape and an 

expressive bottom assembly, comple-

te with ‘high-heel’ effect.  The result 

is a powerful yet natural and elegant 

appearance. 

Innovative by tradition: the acoustic 

centrepiece of the Concentro S 509 

is the X-JET driver – a concentric 

driver built around the new JET 5c 

tweeter and a midrange driver with 

aluminium membrane. Its highlights 

are the exchangeable DCRs (Directi-

vity Control Rings), which optimize the 

loudspeaker’s sound in any room by 

altering its directional characteristics 

in the mid-range frequencies. 

It’s reassuring to know that everything 

has been thought of; from the four 

powerful woofers in an ICD configura-

tion for defined bass reproduction de-

void of unwanted mechanical vibrat-

ions to the high-quality design of the 

crossovers and the luxurious cabinet 

finishes.  The Concentro S 509 makes 

no compromises in technical terms 

and represents unbridled enthusiasm 

and a tangible love for music. 

HIGH-END ON HIGH HEELS.

Concentro S 509 

Models: 2

Finishes:
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Black High Gloss* White High Gloss* Walnut High Gloss*

*deviations in color are possible
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Concentro S 507

Models: 2

Finishes:

Concentro is synonymous with the 

ultimate in craftmanship, design, and 

sound. The Concentro S 507 incorpo-

rates all the features and benefits of 

the larger Concentro loudspeakers 

but still creates its own unique visual 

impact.

Its exterior is a perfect symbiosis of 

the beautiful Concentro design and 

the clean lines of the VELA Series. 

The basic trapezoid basic shape, 

wrap-around baffle and gently an-

gled cabinet combine to convey a 

natural, low-key appearance. The 

striking bottom assembly achieves a 

‘high-heel’ effect, imparting a sense 

of elegance and stability. 

Incidentally, it also guarantees an 

exceptionally sound footing.

The innovative step X-JET drive units 

feature a concentric chassis built 

around the new JET 5c tweeter and 

a midrange driver with an aluminium 

membrane.

A patented technology uses exchan-

geable DCRs (Directivity Control 

Ring) to tailor the directional charac-

teristics in the mid-frequency range 

to conditions in the listening area. 

The different DCRs (three aluminium 

DCRs are included as standard) are 

used to influence the relationship 

between direct and diffuse sound 

in the listening area. Four powerful 

side-firing long-throw woofers ensure 

effortless performance. The special 

ICD configuration (Impulse Com-

pensated Design) also guarantees 

contoured bass reproduction free of 

any coloration caused by unwanted 

mechanical vibrations. Simply put, the 

Concentro S 507 will satisfy the most 

discerning listeners by reproducing 

audio signals to perfection, across 

the entire frequency spectrum and at 

all volumes.

SMALL BUT SUPERIOR.
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Black High Gloss* White High Gloss* White High Gloss*

*deviations in color are possible
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The new NAVIS Series safely naviga-

tes in search of precious notes in mu-

sic. The goal of development was to 

achieve a result that was greater than 

the sum of its parts. The active NAVIS 

Series features the new eye-catching 

design with trapezoid shaped cabi-

nets and a characteristic bottom plate 

made of diecast aluminium. 

The new drivers are equipped with 

aluminium cones while the 25 mm 

soft-dome tweeter is arranged con-

centrically with the mid-range. 

The active NAVIS Series uses highly 

effi cient, but analog-sounding BASH® 

amplifi ers for the low and midrange, 

while using class A/B amplifi er drives 

the tweeter. The completely analog 

signal processing ensures breath-ta-

king sound quality with maximum 

transparency and musicality at all 

times. Sublime sound served up with 

serious power. 

ELEGANT DESIGN, SPECTACULAR PERFORMANCE.

Navis Series

Models: 2

Finishes:
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Navis ARF-51 

These powered bookshelf speaker 

incorporate ELAC’s patented AirX2 

and never disappoint. In any posi-

tion, the ARF-51 will easily exceed 

the highest expectations… It’s a 

passionate performer that delights 

in revealing every musical nuance. 

NAVIS is not just a conventional 

active speaker, but also functions as 

a high-end wireless speaker with the 

help of Air-X2. 

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES: 

NAVIS Transmitter AIR-X2TW-BK 

(ARB-51 & ARF-51)

Discovery Connect 

(ARB-51 & ARF-51)

Stand LS 80 (ARB-51)

Navis ARB-51

A powered bookshelf speaker 

incorporating AirX2. Active and 

anything but conventional, the 

ARB-51 impresses with its 

carefully selected features,

its sonic excellence, and style.
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The ground-breaking design of the 

Vela Series is inspired by a ship’s sail. 

Feel the music’s unique sound waves 

that fl oods the soundscape.

The Vela is a sophisticated design 

that combines brushed aluminium 

with top-class lacquered and real 

wood veneered cabinets, with a 

trapezoid shape that is angled rear-

ward. The Vela Series is eye-catching 

on the one hand yet supportive of 

smooth sound reproduction on the 

other. The Vela’s lineage is to the 

highly successful 400 Series and of-

fers even more.  The new waveguide 

minimizes baffl e refl ections and the 

specially shaped baffl e and angling 

of the cabinet all improve sonic defi -

nition. Together with drivers that are 

optimised to reproduce high-ener-

gy transients with greater precision, 

the Vela Series is also very much in 

keeping with the latest interior design 

trends.

BREATHTAKING DESIGN, REMARKABLE LIFESTYLE. 

Vela Series

Models: 5

Finishes:
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VELA FS 409

The VELA FS 409 has a single missi-

on: to deliver uncompromised dyna-

mic performance. The large driver 

membrane surface provide the bre-

ath-taking bass while the midrange 

and JET driver units cover the rest.

In one word - outstanding! 

VELA FS 408 

The VELA FS 408 is midsize fl oorstan-

ding speaker featuring all the great 

technology and beloved design ele-

ments of the highly successful VELA 

Series. VELA FS 408 is a 2 ½-way 

concept that complements the exis-

ting line up of fl oorstanding speakers 

in the range. 

VELA FS 407

The VELA FS 407 does not just oc-

cupy a room – it creates a tangible 

presence! Its elegant design and 

the materials speak for themselves. 

Once the music starts to fl ow, the 

VELA FS 407 delivers an enchanting 

and masterful performance.  
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OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES: 

Stand LS 80, LS 50 and grilles

VELA CC 401

The VELA CC 401 takes what the Vela Series brings to stereo sound and applies it to surround-sound applications. 

It is the perfect match for either the VELA FS 407 or the VELA FS 409.

VELA BS 403

This isn’t just another compact loud-

speaker. From the very fi rst notes, the 

VELA BS 403 captivates the listener. 

With its full-scale sound and stylish 

looks, the VELA BS 403 is an outstan-

ding performer in every sense.
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BS 302

Offering unmistakable style and 

sound, the BS 302 replaces the BS 

301.2 and has one or two tricks up its 

sleeve. While a revised magnet sys-

tem and modifi ed crossover improve 

reproduction, the rear of the cabinet 

accommodates the optional and 

extremely practical wall bracket.

Optional BS 302 wall bracket

Mount the BS 302 conveniently on 

the wall and align it precisely – the 

VLB 500 wall bracket by Vogels® 

allows you to install stereo or multi-

channel setups quickly and conve-

niently.

NO REASON TO HIDE

Looking back, it seems almost surreal. No-one could have predicted the Line 300’s success.  However, when the ELAC 

Elegant 305 fi rst fi lled the room with sound over 25 years ago, music-lovers closed their eyes and lost themselves in the 

music.  Since then, the intervening years have fl own by.  The 305 was the beginning of the outstanding success of 300.

Line 300

Models: 2

Finishes:
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BS 312

A compact two-way, bass-reflex 

design, the BS 312 includes the mul-

ti-award-winning JET 5 tweeter and 

a new woofer, specially developed 

to ensure that the music signals are 

flawlessly converted into a super-

lative audio experience. This perfect 

partnership gives the BS 312 unprece-

dented precision and dynamics in any 

position.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES: 

Stand Sat (BS 302 )

LS 30 (BS 312)
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You know which way the wind is 

blowing but prefer to trust your own 

judgment. The ELAC Solano series is 

made for you. With a beautiful design, 

for today, tomorrow, and beyond. 

Designed as a harmonious blend of 

forms and materials, the Solano series 

sound is also timeless: open, honest 

and full of depth and character. It 

incorporates the latest technology for 

an experience that endures.

FS 287

Celebrating your music: the FS 287 

finds the perfect groove. No matter 

what pitch, what beat – the FS 287 

always hits the right notes. It’s a cap-

tivating performer that brings your 

favourite playlist to life.

YOUR STYLE, YOUR SPEAKER, YOUR MUSIC.

Solano Series

Models: 3

Finishes:
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BS 283

Looking for a solo performer and team player? The BS 283 is both – a 

speaker that combines elegant understatement with jaw-dropping musi-

cal drive and excitement.

CC 281

A centre speaker that brings clarity to your movie experience, the CC 281 

captures every nuance. Its place is front and centre.  Its mission is to 

sharpen the focus of the best movie soundtracks. Delivering crisp dialog 

and enthralling soundscapes – the CC 281 is the perfect centre for your 

new home cinema. 

EXCEEDING     EXPECTATIONS

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:  

Stand LS 50, Solano grilles
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Clean yet striking looks combine with 

breath-taking performance.   

The Carina Series matches elegance 

with remarkable sound to bring you 

what promises to be a new classic in 

ELAC’s line-up.

Developed from the award-winning 

240 series and building on its perfor-

mance, the Carina continues ELAC’s 

tradition of utilizing an AMT tweeter, 

chosen for its amazing clarity, dy-

namics and attack.  To match this 

capability, a new proprietary alumi-

nium-coned woofer with a compound 

curved design is integrated seamless-

ly via a sophisticated multi-element 

crossover for an organic, life-like 

sound. 

DISTINCTIVE & ELEGANT.

CARINA BS 243.4

With the first glimpse and first sound, the CARINA BS 243.4 is your perfect 

choice. Built without compromise, this an outstanding compact loudspeaker 

that will feed your desire for the best in music.

Carina Series

Models: 3

Finishes:

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES: 

Stand LS 50, Carina grilles
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CARINA CC 241.4

The CARINA CC 241.4 is the perfect centre loudspeaker design. A picture of 

elegant restraint for any surround-sound system, it sets the tone with ease. 

Your movie experience will not be complete without it. 

CARINA FS 247.4

The CARINA FS 247.4 captivates the listener and takes them on a magical jour-

ney. Combining unashamed good looks with exceptional dynamics and musicali-

ty – it always delivers a stellar experience!
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Improving upon the critically ac-

claimed Uni-Fi series, the Uni-Fi 2.0 

incorporates numerous changes that 

elevate the performance beyond the 

originals. In a complete redesign; 

from drivers to crossovers to cabinets, 

this new series redefi nes what is 

possible from a compact affordable 

loudspeaker.

A new wide-surround tweeter enhan-

ces it’s low and high frequency exten-

sion allowing for improved blending 

with the midrange driver. An entirely 

new mid-range design features a 

larger diameter voice coil, new 

aluminum cone profi le, new low-pro-

fi le surround, and an all-new neody-

mium magnet assembly.

A newly developed single piece alu-

minum dished cone results in impro-

ved stiffness. Combined with an over-

sized magnet, large diameter voice 

coil, and extended pole piece, these 

changes result in improved accuracy 

and bass dynamics.

Every Uni-Fi 2.0 enclosure is engi-

neered with thick MDF outer walls 

and a luxurious black ash vinyl fi nish. 

Specially located internal bracing 

adds stiffness and strength to the 

cabinet’s outer walls, reducing the ca-

binet vibration that causes unwanted 

coloration.

THE LATEST CHAPTER IN COHERENT SOUND.

Uni-Fi 2.0 Series

Models: 3

Finishes:
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UF52 

For larger environments or when you’re looking for greater bass dynamics, the 

UF52 with its multiple bass driver confi guration will meet the needs of even the 

most demanding soundtracks or music. This three-way, bass-refl ex fl oorstander 

delivers a great performance and matched sonic signature. 

UC52 

The centre channel is the most critical speaker in a surround sound system. 

The UC52’s concentric driver provides the perfect solution for a compelling 

home theatre experience. Using the same outstanding drivers and technology 

throughout the range ensures that this compact, three-way, bass-refl ex centre 

speaker delivers a matched sonic signature.

UB52 

Space constraints should never compromise great sound. The Uni-Fi 2.0 UB52 

is the perfect solution when space is at a premium yet demands for high perfor-

mance is non-negotiable. Using the same outstanding drivers and technology 

as the other Uni-Fi 2.0 models ensures this compact bass-refl ex monitor deli-

vers incomparable sound.  

Newly Developed 

Concentric Driver
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Reference is not just a name, but the 

defining characteristic for a product 

designed for the most demanding 

specialists. 

The new Debut Reference builds 

on a world-renowned concept with 

creativity to inspire something new.  

The result is the Debut Reference and 

offers significant acoustic and visual 

advances. With an exterior that draws 

on traditional and contemporary 

styles, it pairs oak wood with a white 

finish or a black satin baffle to strike 

the perfect balance.

The ELAC Debut Reference is 

a classic design. 

A NEW CLASSIC

Debut Reference Series

Models: 3

Finishes:
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DFR52

Building on the iconic status of ELAC’s Debut Series, the new Reference line 

has been created for the most demanding customer. The Debut Reference 

brings significant acoustical and visual advancements and is designed to 

blend with traditional or contemporary styles.

DCR52

Always the focus and yet a team player, the new Debut Reference DC52 gives 

any home cinema and acoustic centre. Whether the finest detail or delivering 

dynamic scale, the DCR52 always delivers.  

DBR62

Debut Reference sounds as great as it looks and so does the bookshelf. 

With a striking look and accurate sound, with DBR62 delivers performance 

with ease. At its heart is the new waveguide for the tweeter and a two-way 

bass reflex concept. 
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EACH TIME FEELS LIKE THE FIRST TIME.

Redesigned from the ground up, 

these speakers sound even more 

remarkable than the originals which 

sparked a revolution in affordable 

high-end sound. Few speakers have 

garnered such critical acclaim as the 

original Debut Series by ELAC. They 

established a new value proposition, 

with build quality and performance 

never before attained at such an 

reasonable price. 

Debut “changed the game,” and now 

it’s changed again with the Debut 2.0 

Series - proof that ELAC can’t leave 

well enough alone.

Debut 2.0 Series

Models: 11

Finishes:
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Debut SUB 3030

A powerful app to control powerful 

bass. Advanced Bluetooth® control and 

Auto EQ let you operate the SUB3030 

from your smartphone. A 12-inch bass 

driver, powered by a 1000-Watt BASH 

amplifier and enhanced by a 12-inch 

passive radiator, creates awesome low 

frequencies.

Debut SUB 3010

Do you like bass? Advanced Blue-

tooth® control and Auto EQ let you 

operate the SUB3010 from your smart-

phone. A 10-inch bass driver, powered 

by a 400-Watt BASH amplifi er and 

enhanced by a 10-inch passive radia-

tor, creates awesome low frequencies 

and a stunning sense of realism.

Debut S10.2

Add the Debut 2.0 Series S10.2 powe-

red subwoofer to your main speakers 

and hear bass that you never knew 

existed. With 200 watts built in, there’s 

plenty of power to deliver rock-solid 

low frequencies to make your favouri-

te music and soundtracks come alive 

with the weight and presence of a live 

performance.
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Debut A4.2

Dolby Atmos technology expands 

the sonic landscape, creating a true 

3-D space that you’ve got to hear to 

believe. With Dolby Atmos-enabled 

AV receivers and processors, simply 

add the Debut A4.2 to the top of your 

bookshelf or floorstanding speakers 

to achieve dimensionality that puts 

you in the middle of the music 

and the action.

Debut C5.2 

To make a life-sized impression, a full-

blown surround system needs a cen-

tre channel that is just as formidable 

as the main left and right speakers. 

The new Debut C5.2 paints a majestic 

soundstage that ensures movies and 

music come alive. New dual front 

ports allow placement in cabinets 

or against the wall without affecting 

distortion or resonance.

Debut C6.2 

For full scale and power, a serious 

surround system needs a comple-

mentary centre channel that matches 

the front-channel speakers. The 

new Debut C6.2 paints a majestic 

soundstage making movies and 

music come alive. New dual front 

ports allow placement in cabinets or 

against the wall without compromi-

sing bass performance.

Debut B6.2

Improving on the B6 - a speaker with 

accolades from the global press and 

awards from industry professionals 

- was no easy task. But continuous 

improvement is what we do at ELAC, 

and the Debut B6.2 raises the bar for 

bookshelf performance higher than 

ever before.

Debut B5.2 

Improving on its award-winning 

predecessor was no easy task, but 

the Debut B5.2 sets a new standard, 

delivering performance in inverse 

proportion to its diminutive size. It 

remains the best value in the world 

of bookshelf speakers, with a sound 

that surpasses speakers costing 

much more.

Debut OW4.2 

Finally, a no-compromise solution for 

a total surround-sound system when 

space is at a premium and perfor-

mance is top of mind. 

The compact proportions of the De-

but OW4.2 make installation on side 

or rear walls a breeze. Bring huge 

dimensionality to your system with a 

speaker that makes itself heard but 

barely seen.
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Debut F6.2

With its new custom drivers and improved cabinet design, the Debut F5.2 is the 

foundation of any serious two-channel system or the nucleus of an impressive 

multi-channel setup. Add an app-enabled ELAC subwoofer and you have a 

full-range system that delivers big-league sound, affordably.

New Tweeter with Wide-Dispersion 

Waveguide
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Debut F5.2 

The pinnacle of ELAC’s Debut 2.0 Series is the F6.2, a floorstander with 

credentials to play in the big leagues. Whether your aim is to build a formidab-

le two-channel or surround-sound system for music and home theatre, there 

isn’t a more capable performer for anywhere near the price. It’s a “no-excuses” 

speaker guaranteed to change your definition of affordable high-end audio.
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Choose from our range of subwoo-

fers. What do they share in common? 

An intuitive but comprehensive app-

based interface. Simply pair your 

iPhone®, iPad® or an Android® device 

with the new ELAC subwoofers and 

adjust the sound to your preferences. 

The ELAC app can be downloaded 

free of charge. 

What is really clever is that there are 

no complicated network connections 

needed as the subwoofer and mobile 

device communicate directly via BLE 

(Bluetooth® Low Energy). For users, 

this means no more fiddly adjust-

ments at the rear of the subwoofer.  

For example, if you want more bass 

for a movie evening, or if you want 

to avoid disturbing the neighbours 

at the dead of night, the subwoofers 

offer four pre-set modes that can be 

selected at the touch of a finger: Nor-

mal, Music, Cinema, and Night. 

Those who want to explore the pos-

sibilities of the app control system 

further will discover genuine pro-au-

dio options such as a parametric 

equalizer, a low-pass filter, and indivi-

dual settings for power-saving au-

to-on function. However, perhaps the 

most exciting option is the calibration 

function, which uses the microphone 

on your smartphone to listen to the 

volume, frequency response and 

sound reflections in the room before 

automatically optimizing the sound of 

your ELAC subwoofer. 

The ELAC subwoofers can be con-

nected directly using analog cables 

or stereo RCA cables. In the case of 

a SUB 3070, symmetrical wiring can 

be also used. And if you prefer to dis-

pense with wires altogether, the new 

high-performance subwoofers are 

equipped with ELAC’s Wireless Inter-

face for wireless music transmission.

DO YOU NEED BASS?

Subwoofer

Models: 4

Finishes:
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APP-SOLUTE CONTROL

Sample screenshots from the app „SUB Control”

SUB 2070 

Compact designs that deliver spectacular performance: ELAC subwoofers 

integrate seamlessly into the overall sound while adding signifi cant 

low-frequency impact and bringing music and movies to life. 

While the choice of model can vary according to room size, all ELAC 

subwoofers offer impressive sound, superlative craftmanship, and 

exceptional ease of use.

SUB 3070 

The Adante SUB 3070 delivers a colossal 1200 Watts of BASH amplifi er power 

to dual 12-inch Aluminium Sandwich drivers, confi gured in an opposing confi -

guration. Advanced Bluetooth® control, DSP and Auto EQ let you operate this 

no-compromise subwoofer from your smartphone. A steel base and included 

fl oor spikes ensure optimum performance.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES: 

NAVIS Transmitter AIR-X2TW-BK 

Available in

Black High Gloss, White High Gloss
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SUB 2050

Entering the world of APP-controlled subwoofers: the SUB 2050 is a compact, 

but nevertheless powerful subwoofer. The combination of a 300 mm woofer and 

a powerful 500 W BASH amplifi er delivers impressive reproduction of the lowest 

frequencies. This allows it to be the perfect companion to compact bookshelf and 

fl oor standing speakers in both stereo or multichannel applications.

SUB 2030

The sound of the SUB 2030 is clean, 

low and tight – delivered by a sea-

led box subwoofer with a 250 mm 

driver. Particularly recommended for 

ELAC Cinema systems.

SUB 2030

Rearview

SUB 2070

While the SUB 2070 is scarcely bigger 

than the SUB 2050, its internal design 

is more advanced thanks to the Push-

Push/Pull-Pull concept.  This employs 

two 250 mm drivers placed in an op-

posing confi guration and joined by a 

solid tension rod. The resulting lack of 

vibration ensures musical and precise 

reproduction, while the 600 W BASH® 

amplifi er offers a huge dynamic range.
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Available in

Black High Gloss, White High Gloss

Available in

Black High Gloss, White High Gloss

Available in

Black silk matt, White silk matt
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SUB 2050
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CINEMA 10.2

For performance on a grand scale: The Cinema 10 Set delights from the fi rst notes with its combination of functionality 

and convenience. Thanks to the matching accessories, you will waste no time in fi nding the perfect position for the satelli-

te loudspeakers. And with their elegant brushed aluminium cabinets, the end result is a visual treat.

AND ACTION!

Hear every spoken word, feel every single moment and get tremendous goosebumps. Make your entertainment 

experience livelier with incredibly realistic sound and enjoy the possibilities with the ELAC Cinema Sets for TV, 

movies, music and gaming.  

Cinema Sets

Models: 2

Finishes:
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CINEMA 30

Hi-Fi at its best … and ultra-compact: 

the full complement of loudspeakers, 

but with dimensions that hides the 

true capabilities of the BS 302. The 

high-gloss paintwork also makes 

them an elegant addition to any 

interior. Supported by the powerful 

SUB 2030, they create a huge sound-

stage to reproduce the fi nest details 

of movies and music and where the 

lowest frequencies are felt as 

well as heard.

Rearview SUB 2030

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:

Stand LS SAT, BS 302 wall bracket
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Experience something totally unique 

every time you press play. Unlike 

conventional tweeter designs, the 4Pi 

Plus.2 fully integrates the space be-

hind the loudspeakers into the acous-

tic experience.

This makes the 4Pi Plus.2 tweeter the 

perfect addition to any high-quality 

loudspeaker. It enables the sound to 

break free from the loudspeakers and 

fi ll the entire room – you are literally 

immersed in the music.

Equipped with fl exible options for 

adjusting sensitivity and the lower 

cut-off frequency, the 4Pi Plus.2 can 

be seamlessly integrated with any 

loudspeaker. From gentle enhance-

ment to subtle dominance – it is all a 

matter of personal preference. 

The ultimate winner is always the 

sound. 

AT UNEXPECTED HEIGHTS.

4 Pi Plus.2

Models: 1

Finishes:

adjusting sensitivity and the lower 

cut-off frequency, the 4Pi Plus.2 can 

be seamlessly integrated with any 

loudspeaker. From gentle enhance-

ment to subtle dominance – it is all a 

The ultimate winner is always the 
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Finding the perfect position for the 

new Line WS models could not be 

easier. A little wall space is all that 

these loudspeakers need to unleash 

their full potential. Despite their shal-

low cabinet depth of just 84 mm, they 

use the very latest chassis techno-

logy to deliver full-scale sound with 

deepest bass.

Ideal for TV and surround-sound ap-

plications or perfect for music, these 

speakers can be conveniently moun-

ted on the wall.

CREATING SPACE FOR SOUND 

WS 1665 /  BIG BOOM + JET 5

If you want that little bit extra, the WS 1665 equipped with two woofers is the loudspeaker of choice for larger listening rooms 

or if higher playback levels are required. Offering a similar sound to the WS 1645, but with even greater scale and impact, the 

WS 1665 can also serve as a traditional centre loudspeaker in combination with other models.  

Rear view

rear side with 

terminal and 

three different 

wall-mounting 

options

Front view

with grill

Front view

without grill

WS Series

Models: 6

Finishes:
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Flip it 
your way. 

WS 1645 / GREAT SOUND AND LIFESTYLE
The WS 1645 offers music reproduc-

tion without compromise across the 

entire frequency range. The resem-

blance to the award-winning BS 312 

is obvious. After all, it uses the same 

powerful woofer incorporating AS-XR 

technology and the high-resolution 

JET 5 tweeter. The WS 1645 effort-

lessly reproduces deep bass that 

lacks nothing in terms of impact.

WS 1465 /  PURE SOUND AND SIMPLY ON-WALL

Mounted horizontally or vertically, or used as a centre loudspeaker in multi-channel applications, the WS 1465 is the 

perfect choice for installations where high-quality reproduction is required.

WS 1445 / COMPACT AND POPULAR

This loudspeaker delivers a truly cinematic experience in traditional stereo or in surround sound. Combining an AS tech-

nology woofer and silk dome tweeter, this loudspeaker offers exceptional detail and packs a powerful punch despite its 

compact dimensions. 

ACCESSORIES:

Magnetic grilles are included 

across the whole WS Series

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES: 
Wall and ceiling bracket
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Compact and powerful – the WS 1425 creates an extremely consistent soundstage across a wide listening area thanks 

to its coaxial drive unit. It is ideal for stereo and multi-channel applications. Its tonal balance also blends seamlessly with 

other models in the WS series.

WS 1425 / REALLY SMALL, REALLY IMPRESSIVE.

auch als Atmos-Anwendung nutzbarWS Serie can also be used as an Atmos application
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WS Serie can also be used as an Atmos application
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The Discovery Music Server is desig-

ned to be the heart of a serious music 

system, offering playback of local 

and streaming music, rich multi-di-

mensional metadata and multi-room 

audio, all with an interface that anyo-

ne can master in a few minutes.

In line with high defi nition music, the 

lossless, high-fi delity music streaming 

service Tidal® has been tightly integ-

rated into the Discovery’s software*. 

Content from your local collection 

and content from Tidal are presented 

in the same beautiful, easy-to-use 

interface.

TIME TO DISCOVER.

NOTE: 

The Discovery can be controlled using the free Roon Essentials app for Windows, OS X, iOS, and Android. 

For further information please visit www.elac.com.

Discovery Series

Models: 3

Finishes:
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The Discovery Connect effortlessly adds streaming to your current system. 

Play music directly from your mobile device by Bluetooth®, Spotify Connect 

and AirPlay. Connect to your local network with the ELAC Discovery Music 

Server or as a Roon certifi ed endpoint.

The Discovery Connect effortlessly adds streaming to your current system. 

Play music directly from your mobile device by Bluetooth®, Spotify Connect 

and AirPlay. Connect to your local network with the ELAC Discovery Music 

Server or as a Roon certifi ed endpoint.

For Navis Owners, Discovery Con-

nect is also the AirX2 ttansmitted, 

allowing you to play music to the 

speakers wirelessly.

With it’s built in DAC, Discovery Con-

nect brings streaming to any traditio-

nal amplifi er.

DISCOVERY CONNECT.
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While a handful of separates and 

integrated units offer great sound, 

very few deliver the performance, 

fl exibility and value needed to carry 

the ELAC name. 

So, where none existed before, 

ELAC’s engineers started with a clean 

sheet and simple design brief: build 

the most powerful, versatile, easy-to-

use integrated amplifi er imaginable.  

Do it without compromising sound, 

reliability and a great user experien-

ce.  Price it fairly so that it becomes a 

natural choice, even when 

compared against units many times 

the price. 

DISCOVER POWER, PERFORMANCE, CONVENIENCE AND VALUE.

Consolidated home cinema:

Due to its integrated Dolby Digital decoder, the DS-A101-G turns into 

a convenient control center for your personal home cinema.

DS-A101-G

Models: 3

Finishes:
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Consolidated home cinema:

Due to its integrated Dolby Digital decoder, the DS-A101-G turns into 

a convenient control center for your personal home cinema.

BASH®-amplification solution: 

At its heart is a BASH Tracking 

Amplifier delivering 80 watts 

per channel into either 4 or 

8 ohm speakers.

ABC Technology: 

The companion iOS and Android app 

measures the near-field response of 

main speakers and subwoofer, then 

pinpoints the subwoofer’s optimal 

crossover frequency. 

App-rich control flexibility:

ELAC’s free iOS and Android app all-

ows users to fully control and adjust 

their system.  

Roon Ready ®, Spotify Connect ®, 

Dolby Digital Decoding ®, Wi-Fi and 

Room EQ are only the beginning. The 

DS-A101-G integrated amplifi er strikes 

the perfect balance of high-quality 

audio reproduction, features and va-

lue. The small form factor allows for 

easy placement while still providing 

technologies and convenience not 

found on competing products. The 

amplifi er makes quite a statement 

and is guaranteed to change the ru-

les of the game for integrated ampli-

fi ers, with sound quality and feature-

rich control fl exibility that make it the 

go-to solution for a no-compromise 

sound system. One you experience 

what it can do, your world of sound 

just might be altered forever.

MORE THAN JUST AN AMPLIFIER.
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Miracord Series

Models: 2

Finishes:

The Miracord 60 was designed to 

bring elements of renowned Mira-

cord 90 design to a new class of 

ELAC turntables. The result is a turn-

table that is true to its lineage while 

emphasising individuality. 

The new Miracord 60 embodies 

smooth vinyl precision and perfor-

mance at a new price point. 

MIRACORD 60 / BACK TO THE 60S.

Control Terminal 

Chassis
Solid chassis from

MDF, high gloss

Servo controlled DC motor

The Miracord 60 Motor bearing has a 

sensor built-in that sends its signal to a PID 

algorithm in the microcontroller which will 

then tune the speed of the DC motor. 

. 

Tonarm
A light-weight carbon fi bre tone arm with 

gimbal bearing and a removable headshell 
offers fl exibility in the choice of cartridge.

Anti-Skating Mechanism
Adjustable in several steps

Dust cover included
Counterweight

For precise fi ne-tuning

Aluminium Platter

The Miracord 60 is equipped with 

a massive diamond chamfered 

piece of engineering art made of 

22 mm die-cast aluminium.

Output

RCA pin jacksGrounding
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Miracord 60
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The Miracord 50 is the perfect choice 

for those building a new LP collec-

tion, or for rediscovering the magic 

of an existing record library. ELAC’s 

Miracord 50 turntable is 

designed to deliver exceptional vinyl 

transcription, inspired by the iconic 

Miracord name from the Golden Age 

of Stereo when turntables reigned 

supreme. The Miracord 50 is careful-

ly engineered with a belt-drive motor 

and an aluminium die-cast platter. 

It also features a precision static-ba-

lanced, straight-tube tonearm with 

removable headshell features a 

factory-mounted MM phono cartridge. 

Designed with convenience in mind, 

the Miracord 50 is equipped with a 

built-in phono preamplifier, allowing 

you to add this turntable to 

any music system.

MIRACORD 50 /  SMOOTH VINYL PRECISION.

Anti-resonant chassis 

Superior isolation is achieved with a 

chassis designed to minimize the so-

nic effects of vibration and feedback. 

Precision tonearm and cartridge 

The tonearm is a static-balance, 

straight- tube design with precision 

bearings, built-in anti-skate adjust-

ment and removable bayonet-style 

headshell. 

Built-in phono equaliser amplifier

Unlike most turntables, the Miracord 

50 comes complete with a built-in 

phono preamp for correct RIAA equa-

lization. Just plug it in and enjoy rich 

LP sound!

Dust cover included

Miracord Series

Models: 2

Finishes:
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Miracord 50
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DPA-2

PPA-2

DDP-2DAC / Preamplifi er
Streamer

Power
Amplifi er

Phono
Preamplifi er

Designed ground-up by the ELAC 

team, the new Alchemy Series gives 

birth to a marriage of technologies, 

bringing further advances to a name 

known for delivering performance 

and build quality far exceeding its 

price. Every component incorporates 

relevant, well-thought-out features 

and topology for the most demanding 

of listeners.  This includes the discre-

te implementation of power supplies, 

amplifi er and signal processing to 

bring you best-in-class sound. With 

years of experience in award-win-

ning analog and digital products, the 

Alchemy Series establishes a new 

standard for value in the world of 

high-end audio separates.

THE ART OF ALCHEMY, COMPLETELY REINVENTED.

Alchemy Series

Models: 3

Finishes:
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ALCHEMY DDP-2:

The Alchemy DDP-2 combines three components in one elegant piece of gear to give you the highest-quality digital-to-

analog converter, preamp and digital streamer we know how to make. Then we combined it in a single chassis only 1U 

(1.75 inches) high. The preamplifi er offers maximum fl exibility, while incorporating DAC and

streaming functions to make the DDP-2 the centrepiece of your digital system.

ALCHEMY DPA-2:

The Alchemy DPA-2 Power Amplifi er is about dynamic musicality, thanks to design that combines Class A circuit topology 

composed of discrete FETs and a linear power supply using a toroidal transformer. The pure analog input stage preserves 

all the detail and nuance of the most delicate passages. The Class D output stage with switching power supply results in im-

pressive output combined with cool-running effi ciency.

ALCHEMY PPA-2:

The Alchemy PPA-2 is a full-featured phono preamp that uses all analog, discrete FET gain and EQ stages to transform 

microscopic grooves in vinyl into stunningly lifelike music. The PPA-2 can be tailored to specifi c cartridge requirements, 

with switchable gain for each channel, MC cartridge loading, and stereo or mono operation. A selection of RCA or XLR 

inputs and outputs adds even more fl exibility to the most versatile phono preamp in its class.
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ACCESSORIES

Upgrade your ELAC Product.

Speaker stand LS 80

More freedom for your NAVIS ARB-

51. Its attractive design integrates 

perfectly into any living surroun-

dings. (Available only in grey - also 

for Vela, Carina, Solano)

Speaker stand  LS 30

High Gloss Black, High Gloss White 

- Can be used with BS 312 and other 

compact loudspeakers.

Speaker stand  LS 50

High Gloss Black, High Gloss White 

Satin Matt Black, Satin Matt White:

Perfect for the Carina BS 243.4, Vela 

BS 403 or Solano BS 283.

Grille Vela / Carina / Solano

You can cover the woofers and 

tweeters easily with just one click, 

without being distracted or even 

taking your eyes off the VELA,

Carina or Solano design. The sets 

of grilles are available as 

an optional accessory.

LS Stand SAT

The LS Stand SAT (Textured Black 

Satin) puts the ultra-compact BS 302 

on centre stage and is optimized to 

enable convenient positioning of 

loudspeakers in any room.

PERFECT SUPPORT.

Navis Transmitter AIR-X2TW-BK 

Long and tied cables are now a thing 

of the past. The NAVIS transmitter  

offers you the fl exibility to connect 

your source easily – without any 

cables across the room. A lossless 

connection provides a feeling of free-

dom for your own music.
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MIRACORD Phono Kabel

The conductors are made of oxygen-free copper (OFC) for uninterrupted sound 

enjoyment and the best possible signal fi delity. The sandwich structure of the 

shield ensures excellent shielding against interference signals. For each channel, 

this consists of an aluminium foil and a tinned copper braid. The separate ground 

line enables the chassis of the turntable and phono preamplifi er to be connected 

without being connected to the signal ground. 

LMB Kabel - Only for Miracord 90

With the help of this high-quality power cable, you can supply your Miracord 90 

turntable with even “cleaner” power. Due to the special decoupling of the supply 

voltage is free from high frequency interference. The cable comes pre-assem-

bled with the right connectors for the ALCHEMY PPA-2 and Miracord 90. Nothing 

stands in the way of unadulterated vinyl enjoyment.

Reference Speaker Cable SPWR 3/4,5 m

Your speaker deserves the best cables. With maximum bandwidth, conduc-

tivity and sound colouring and compromises. The ELAC Reference speaker 

cable is the update for you sound system. Available in 3 and 4,5 m.

Speaker Cable SPW 3/4,5 m

Sensitive and accurate. The ELAC speaker cables ensure a perfect sound 

experience with easy assembly. Set with two cables to connect two 

loudspeakers. Available in 3 and 4,5 m. 
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Ultimate Spike Set

Metal, High Gloss Black Chrome.

With M8 screws for a sound 

optimization.

WS Wall and ceiling bracket

Wall and ceiling bracket, ceiling bra-

cket. White painted metal; 

Size 1 for WS 1425

Size 2 for WS 1445, WS 1645
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Deviations in design, colours, errors and technical changes reserved. 

For technical details, please consult www.elac.com
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